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Joshua Bazz
smooth-running systems has helped
old agent rise quickly in the world of
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cover story

A tireless work ethic and a knack

“Since at any given time, we might be handling over 200 properties in our portfolio, it’s absolutely essential to have a strong team that can keep
of his Solid Source REO group. “While I’d like to say it’s a bonus that we are all friends and get along well, it’s really an integral part of our success.”
Sharelle Rogers, and Daniel Castro.
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M

ention “Super Tuesday” to

I want to be involved in and where I see

most people, and they’re

things going. I am just lucky enough

likely to think presidential

to have a broker who doesn’t see my

primaries, and that all-important second

‘babble’ as idle talk. She believes in my

Tuesday in March that separates the

ability to be able to steer a team in the

real presidential contenders from the

right direction.”

for creating

also-rans.
To Solid Source Realty’s Joshua

Realty CEO Michele Velcheck, who

this 31-year

Bazzetta, Super Tuesday has a much

saw the spark of excellence in the

greater meaning – the first Tuesday of

young agent from the very beginning.

every month when foreclosed homes

She looked past his age and relatively

are auctioned off at the Fulton County

few years of real estate experience and,

courthouse. The properties that don’t

when he was just 29 years old, had

sell go back to the mortgage companies

confidence he was able to lead Solid

and banks, and that’s when Bazzetta,

Source REO. When others might have

one of Atlanta’s top REO agents, really

seen his inexperience, she saw his drive

goes to work representing those banks

and energy.

REOs
By Sarah Gleim

and mortgage companies.

“He’s very young to have accomplished

It seems he’s got quite a knack for it.

what he has, but he’s done what he

He started Solid Source REO and sells

has because he’s created systems and

on average between 20-30 homes per

the processes that make things work

month. At any given time, Bazzetta can

smoothly,” Velcheck says. “He’s not

manage an inventory of hundreds of

afraid of hard work. He’s constantly

listings valued at upwards of $20 million

networking and learning. The bank

for clients like HSBC Bank, Fannie Mae

asset

and Chase. He also supervises his own

leads to referring him to other asset

team of four residential listing agents,

managers. He works hard to maintain

four office support staff, and plans to

relationships. He goes out and makes it

add several more agents to a dedicated

happen. That’s what it takes.”

short-sale team within the next month.

managers

love

him,

which

That go-out-and-make-it-happen

Last year, he closed more than 300

attitude

transactions and was just named the No.

Bazzetta since he was a child. He and his

1 REO Team Leader at Solid Source

two siblings were raised in Columbus,

Realty.

Georgia

By the way, Bazzetta is just 31 years
old.

everything moving forward,” explains Bazzetta
From L to R: Duane Mitchell, Tyesha Boothe, Joshua,

Bazzetta is referring to Solid Source

has

by

been

their

engrained

single

in

mother,

Deby Bazzetta, with the help of their
grandparents, the late Colonel Berkeley

“I’ve always liked to lead and take

and Elsie Strong, who lived right over

charge, so it was only natural that I had

the back fence. His grandfather was an

the desire to start a team,” Bazzetta

extremely distinguished soldier and one

explains. “And because real estate is my

of the first Army Rangers. He served in

passion, I have a lot of ideas about what

three wars – WWII, the Korean War and
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“Closing over 300 transactions a year, we need a team of closing attorneys that can really go the extra mile for us,” says Bazzetta of the Duluth
office of Morris | Hardwick | Schneider. From L to R: Melissa Samaniego, Linda C. Krebs, Randy Schneider, Joshua, Susan Herrada,
and Norma Montané Daves.

as an advisor during the Vietnam War – and Bazzetta says

his district for the four years he was with the company,

many of his memories of his grandparents revolve around

before moving on to inside business-to-business technical

their work ethic. “They influenced me so much because

sales for Nubridges, where he closed the company’s

they both worked all the time,” he says. “They taught

largest deal at the time.

me about the value of hard work and how important it is
to earn my own money.”

But during all of these years working sales in other
industries, Bazzetta had one thing on his mind and that

REO transactions deal with the home
strictly as an asset, and I am better at marketing
and selling them as that.
And that’s exactly what he set out to do. Literally the

was real estate. “I’ve always had the dream to build a

day after he graduated from Columbus High School,

resort in the islands, and I started investing in real

he packed up and headed to Atlanta where he knew

estate when I was in my early 20s,” Bazzetta relates.

almost no one. Before long, he landed a job in sales

“As a kid, I loved to build, and I was, and still am,

with AFLAC, selling their supplemental insurance

excited to watch construction projects take place.” So

policies. From there, he moved to outside sales with

he began taking the classes necessary to earn his real

OfficeMax where he became the top sales agent in

estate license.
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is first year selling real estate, however, was

so much further ahead as far as technology.” Bazzetta

extremely tough. It was 2005 and Bazzetta

also utilizes other forms of technology available to him

worked for Portrait Homes selling townhomes

through Solid Source, including the 24-hour hotline for

from a model unit. “It was tough because dealing with

his listings, which helps field phone calls. And he takes

people and their homes can be quite sentimental,” he

his digital marketing efforts one step further and uses

says. “I didn’t make one sale the entire year.”

tools like Facebook, Twitter and Myspace, as well as 35

That’s when he knew he missed the long-term
relationships he’d been able to foster in business-tobusiness sales. “I missed the straight forward talk you
get with business to business, and also the pressure of
deadlines,” he says. So he reached out to a friend who
introduced him to REO. Bazzetta spent countless hours
studying the processes and networking with bank asset
managers. And before long, Bazzetta began to flourish

real estate search engines to promote his listings.
“We’ve put these tools in place so busy agents like
Joshua never have to come into the offices unless they
want to,” Velcheck says. “Our paperless system allows
them to literally upload their documents into our system
from their house using an Internet connection, and it
stays there for at least three years.”

because “REO transactions deal with the home strictly

Utilizing technology also helps Bazzetta have a

as an asset, and I am better at marketing and selling

life outside of real estate, he explains, and like most

them as that,” he explains. “And I believe strongly in

30-somethings, his is full and active. He’s been married

developing long working relationships, and with REOs

for almost four years to his wife, Roxanne, and is the father

you are able to do that.”
Bazzetta’s peers in his industry have taken notice of
his success, and say working with him is always a smooth
and simple process. “Joshua understands REOs in a way
that seems different than other agents,” says Melissa
Samaniego, a closer with the law firm Morris | Hardwick
| Schneider. “He develops strong relationships with
asset managers and always has his focus in the perfect
position so that his closings are almost always seamless.
Even if they aren’t, they appear to be from an outsider’s
perspective.”
Morris | Hardwick | Schneider’s closing coordinator,
Norma Daves also works with Bazzetta regularly and says
the key to REOs is to move the properties quickly and
prevent them from sitting on the market. “Joshua is able
John Clemmer Photography

to do that because he’s put the right people in place,”
she says. “He handles between 30 and 40 transactions a
month on average. He has the closings down to a routine
and makes it run smoothly. He’s very smart.”
Of course, Bazzetta’s quick to point out that he
wouldn’t be this far without the resources of Solid
Source, especially the agency’s paperless technology.
“The fact that we are paperless is very important to me,”
he says. “It makes my job so much easier and puts us

“Marketing is the key to selling REO’s,” explains Bazzetta of the
special responsibility that he takes on working with asset managers.
“Our clients need to see that we are doing everything we can to
promote their properties.”
r.e.
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Bazzetta with Michele Velcheck, CEO of Solid Source Realty. Solid Source Realty and Solid Source Realty GA combined sold more houses
in 2009 than any other company in Georgia, according to Smart Numbers, an Atlanta-based residential real estate data service.

of two, a 9-year-old daughter that lives in Columbus,

And who can argue with that?

and an 8-year-old son that lives here. Bazzetta enjoys

“Joshua has incredible ambition,” Samaniego says.

attending 12Stone Church in Lawrenceville with his

“There is no limit to what he can achieve. His potential

wife, and they also spend their free time working out at

seems limitless.”

the gym, and traveling.
“My entire life revolves around Super Tuesday!”

Sarah Gleim is an Atlanta-based freelance writer who
specializes in lifestyle, home and garden, and food writing.

he says, jokingly. “Actually, I like to think I’m quite

She is a regular contributor to Jezebel, Atlanta Homes &

spontaneous. I enjoy quick trips out of the country to

Lifestyles, and AirTran GO! among others.

just ‘get away,’ even though I take my BlackBerry and
laptop everywhere I go.” In fact, he just returned from
a whirlwind trip to Hong Kong to celebrate the Chinese
New Year. “It was incredible because we went with
someone that travels to Hong Kong all the time and he
knew all the great places to go,” Bazzetta says. “But we
were literally there for less than two days. It was crazy.”
But it’s that type of thinking – the kind that says,
“Sure, I’ll fly all the way across the world to spend less
than 48 hours in Hong Kong” – that’s most likely what’s
driven Bazzetta to so much success at such an early age.
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